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DAY DATE TOUR  ITINERARY NIGHT STAY 

DAT 1  
 

Arrival 

Welcome to Turkey. Arrive at Istanbul Airport, get picked upand 

transfer to your hotel. Check in Hotel, Free day, Dinner Night stay at 

Istanbul. 

 
 

Istanbul 

BREAKFAST- NO LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

 
 

DAY 2 

 
 
 

Full day tour of Iconic Istanbul 

You can take in some of the most iconic sights of Istanbul in this 

morning tour that commences with a visit to the Blue Mosque.  This 

magnificent mosque which was designed by Sinan and completed in 

1616 is known for its majesty and superb iznik ceramic tiling. Continue 

outside to stroll along the Hippodrome.  This vast public space was built 

by the Romans in the 3rd and 4th centuries AD to accommodate events 

such as chariot races and gladiator fights.  It is also home to the Column 

of Constantine, an Egyptian obelisk and the Serpentine Column. Next to 

the Hippodrome we will visit the Hagia Sophia.  Originally built in 

537AD as a Greek Orthodox church, this breath-taking building was 

converted to a mosque by the Ottomans and is now a museum.  Inside 

there are two floors built around a central nave.  It is adorned with 

superb decorations and has an enormous dome that soars overhead. 

Finish the morning with a walk through the Grand Bazaar for some 

shopping or just to absorb the sights, sounds and historic architectural 

beauty of this bustling market. 

Lunch at Local restaurant  

After Lunch lesser known part of the Hagia Sofia complex is the 

adjacent structure that houses the Sultan Tombs where five 16thand 

17thcentury Ottoman Sultans Are Interred.  Alongside Each Sultan’ 

sarcophagus are many others that hold their wives, children and other 

notables. The Tombs Are All Beautifully Designed and feature beautiful 

examples of tilework, mosaics, calligraphy and kundekari (a decorative 

form of carpentry consisting of interlocking pieces of wood and mother 

of pearl). Not far from Topkapi Palace, this tour also takes you to Little 

Hagia Sophia Mosque which was constructed in the 6th century as a 

Greek Orthodox Church before being converted to a mosque in the 

early 16th century.  Inside, this small octagonal mosque features a 

beautiful two-storeyed colonnade, marble pillars and a stunning 

umbrella dome. Dinner & Night stay at Istanbul 

 
 

Istanbul 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

ISTANBUL - ANKARA – CAPPADOCIA TOUR PACKAGE 

         5 Nights | 6 Days 
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DAY 3 

 
 
 

Full day tour of Europe & Asia, Panoramic views from Camlica Hill  

Take a cruise on the Bosphorous Strait, the busy waterway that runs 

between the Marmara and Black Seas with European Istanbul on one 

shore and Asian Istanbul on the other.  Sit back, relax and enjoy the 

fresh air, the sea and the sights as you pass magnificent palaces, 

mosques, mansions and places of historical note. After getting off the 

boat at Eminounu, continue your tour into the historic Egyptian (Spice) 

Bazaar nearby that is bursting with traditional sweets, coffee and 

spices, and oozing with appeal. This tour also takes you on a drive 

around part of the 20km of magnificent stone walls of old Istanbul that 

date from the 5th century.  This series of walls surrounded the old city, 

featured 55 gates and 400 towers and is still an integral part of Istanbul.  

Lunch at Local Restaurant , 

After Lunch you will drive over the Bosphorus Bridge to the summit of 

Camlica Hill which is popular for its magnificent panoramic views and 

the opportunity to take some great photos. Drive to the fast train 

station after having free time at Camlica Hill and catch the train to 

Ankara. Get picked up upon arrival, transfer to your hotel and check in 

Hotel Dinner & Overnight stay at Ankara. 

 
 

Ankara 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

 
 

DAY 4 

 
 
 

Full Day Ankara City Tour 

The tour commences with a pick up from your hotel in Ankara. Then we 

will visit the Maouselaum of Mustapha Kemal Ataturk who was the 

leader of the Turkish War of Indepence and founder of the Republic of 

Turkey. In 1953, Ataturk’s body was taken from Ethnographical 

Museum to Anitkabir. The Lion’s Road, you will encounter 24 statues of 

lions which symbolized power and protection during the Hittite Empire. 

The tour goes on with a visit to the Museum of Anatolian Civilization 

which was established in 1921. It has collection of Anatolian 

archaelogical artefacts and artefacts from the Palaeolithic Age to the 

present.  Lunch Local Restaurant, 

The afternoon part of your tour starts with a visit to Ankara 

Ethnography Museum which was the first museum built by the 

directive of Mustapha Kemal Ataturk, the founder of the Republic of 

Turkey. You will see the enriched collection of works such as Ottoman 

calligraphic art, ornaments etc. The tour comes to an end with a visit to 

historical Ankara Castle which was built during 2nd Century. 

Throughout the centuries, it was demolished and repaired over and 

over again. During your visit to the castle, you can enjoy the 

picturesque view of Ankara. Drive to Cappadocia finishing the tour, 

arrive at hotel, check in, Night stay at Cappadocia, 

 
 

Cappadocia 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 
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DAY  5 

 
 
 

Full day Regional Tour - pick up by 09:30, drop off by 16:00; 
Cappadocia is known for its stunning conical rock formations (fairy 
chimneys), colourful landscapes and ancient homes that were carved 
into the rock formations. This tour takes you through the beautiful 
Devrent (Imagination) Valley where fairy chimneys tower overhead 
before moving into Pasabag (Monk Valley) nearby, where the fairy 
chimneys have strange double and triple-headed caps. 
After lunch at Avanos, you will visit the Goreme open air museum that 
has churches and frescoes from the 10th and 12th centuries. The day 
finishes at Uchisar Castle, a fortress that was cut from a large and tall 
fairy chimney. Night stay at Cappadocia. 

 

Cappadocia 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 

 

DAY 6 

 

 
 

 

Departure 
Morning/Noon transfer to Kayseri / Nevsehir Airport and flight to 
Istanbul. Arrive and walk to International terminal to catch your 
outbound flight. 

 
 

BREAKFAST- YES LUNCH-NO DINNER-NO 
 

  

HOTEL NAME & PRICE 
Option 1  City Name Hotel Name 

 

Minimum 2 Person Must 

Istanbul  Hotel Centrum Istanbul / Similar 

Ankara Hotel Etap Mola / Similar 

Cappadocia Urgup Inn Cave Hotel / Similar 

 

Per Adult Cost Per Child Cost (2 To Below 12 Years) Per Infant Cost 

Air fare 65000/- Approx Air fare --- Air fare -- 

Land Package  53000/- Land Package 85000/- Approx Land Package -- 

 

Package Include Package Exclude 
*Return Ari Ticket. 
* Airport transfers 
* Domestic flight tickets 
* 2 full day Istanbul tours& Museums entry fees, parking and road tolls 
* Bosphorus cruise 
* 1 full day Cappadocia tours& Museums entry fees, parking and road tolls 
* Pick up and drop off at your accommodations 
* Transportation in A/C non-smoking car or bus with professional English speaking 
guide and driver and their daily expenses 
* Meals as mentioned at above itinerary day by day 
* 2nights accommodation in Istanbul  
* 2nights accommodation in Cappadocia 
* 1 night accommodation in Ankara 
* Airport transfers 
* Domestic flight tickets 
* Fast train tickets 
* Small group tours 
* Step back in time on a history tour 
* All taxes, fees and handling charges 

✈Travel Insurance and Visa  

✈Guaranteed early check in or late check out. This is completely at 
the discretion of the hotel and we can only put in a request for the 
same. 

✈Any expenses of personal nature  

✈Tips and porterage  

✈Surcharges as applicable due to peak season, surcharge dates, 

trade fair dates, Christmas, New Year week. ✈Meals other than that 

what is mentioned in your itinerary. ✈Any services not mentioned in 
the inclusions list  

✈Meals other than specified in the itinerary. 

✈Drinks including Water during meals / sightseeing tours are not 

included  

✈Entrance fees if any during Sightseeing Tours Hotels Used / Similar 
Cancellation Policy 
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No Booking Has Made Yet, All Reservation Seat & Fare Are Subject To Availability On Booking time 

Important: 

1. Check-in 12:00 hrs. / Check-out time is 11:00 hrs. 
2. The guest should always keep cool with the drivers as they are not tourism educated and come from 

different remote villages. 
3. On arrival of guests we will provide them with local contact numbers of our executive, who will handle 

the entire operation. 
4. If any tourist spot do not complete for closing day & if they want to do the same on next day then they 

have to pay the extra cost for the vehicle. 
5. Please inform your guest to maintain the timing for the sightseeing / transfers which will advisable by 

our executive. Once our vehicle will leave the hotel area without picking up the guests & come back at 
parking stand then guest must have to arrange their own to reach at the parking stand. 

6. Room Heater available with an extra cost Bourne by the guest directly (Excet 4 ****) 
7. Due to shortage of power the guest sometimes, may have to bear it with candle light. 
8. Category of Rooms in the packages normally remains to deluxe / super deluxe rooms. 
9. For Extra adult in the room we will provide an extra bed (wherever possible), but some hotels only 

provide a roll out bed and have no provision of an extra be 
10. Operator reserves the right to re-arrange itinerary to suit hotel availability without changing the total 

number of days in each destination and without compromising any services. 
11. Child sharing parent’s room will not be provided an extra bed. 

Itinerary provided is just suggestive and the sightseeing will be done as per availability. For exciting 

holiday offers contact us at UNITED CONSULTANCY & TOURS, queryunited@yahoo.com, +880 255008205 

 

 

বিশেষ সতর্ক তা  

 বিলম্বনা এড়াশত দাশের উর বনর্ক র হহাশেশলর অিস্থান িা ঠির্ানা ও আনার ছশের হহাশেল হিশছ 
বনন।ওশেিসাইে অথিা গুশ াল হথশর্ হহাশেশলর োন ও সাবর্ক স সম্পশর্ক  হজশন বনন l হহাশেল সাবর্ক শস হর্াশনা 
প্রর্ার অসুবিধা হশল দো র্শর বরবসর্েশন র্থা িলুন ।শহাশেল সাবর্ক স এর জনয ইউনাইশেড র্ন্সাশেবন্স অযান্ড 
েুযরস দােী নে। 

 দশু ক্া ূর্ক আিহাওো/্াবির্ ত্রুটি িা হ্শর্াশনা অনার্াবিত র্ারশন বিোন/জাহাজ/িাশস বিলম্ব িা িাবতল 
অথিা এর্টি বিোন/জাহাজ/িাস বিলশম্বর র্ারশন রিতী র্াশনর্টিিং বিোন/জাহাজ/িাশস উঠশত না ারশল ও 
তার র্ারশন অবতবরক্ত রাবিজাশনর খরচ িা নতুন টিশর্ে ক্রে/তাবরখ বরিতক ন খরচ িা হ্শর্াশনা হনাবে 
সম্পূর্ক সম্মাবনত গ্রাহর্শর্ িহন র্রশত হশি(হদশে িা বিশদশে থার্া সেে র্াশল)। 

 

12 Month Installment (Selected 18 Bank Credit Card Holders Only) 
 

• Bank Asia 

• BRAC Bank Limited   

• City Bank 

• Southeast Bank 

• Dhaka Bank 

• DBBL 

• Eastern Bank ltd (EBL)  

• Jamuna Bank 

• Lankabangla Finance 

• Mutual Trust Bank Limited  

• NCC Bank 

• Shahjalal Islami Bank Limited 

• Southeast Bank Limited 

• Standard Chartered Bank 

• NRBC  Bank 

• NRB Bank  

• South Bangla Agriculture Bank 

• Standard Bank Limited 
 


